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In Islam, authority originates from God. In Shīʿism, God’s authority on 
earth belongs to the living Imām, who is responsible for guiding the com-
munity of believers down the right path. As a result, the Imām alone possess-
es the right to declare jihād or sanction other violent practices. Historically, 
this has generated questions regarding authority during the absence of a just 
Imām, which extends into permissibility of defense and warfare. This sur-
vey explores the relationship between authority and violence in two examples 
of Shīʿite revolutionary movements in which an Imām was not present: the 
Nizārīs under Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ during the late eleventh and early twelfth cen-
turies, and the Islamic Revolution and establishment of the Iranian state led 
by Ayatollah Rūḥullāh Khumaynī during the 1970s and 1980s. The survey 
will primarily focus on individual examinations, considering both traditional 
notions of Shīʿite authority and how the revolts answered the dilemmas re-
garding leadership during these eras. Subsequently, it will consider the use of 
violence as limited by the nature of that authority and as a tool to affirm legiti-
macy. Finally, it will briefly treat the two movements in relation to one another 
and discuss recurring elements suggestive of an overarching Shīʿite identity 
despite the temporal and ideological gaps between them.

Ismāʿīlī Authority1 and Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ’s Legitimacy to Rule

Ismāʿīlī belief separates faith into visible, physical piety and internal, spiri-
tual enlightenment. The exoteric aspect (ẓāhir) consists of ritual devotion and 

1) Wladimir Ivanow, Brief Survey of the Evolution of Ismailism (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1952), 
50. In the post-Alamūt period of Nizārī history, much of the subsequently described scheme 
was simplified so that the functions of some positions in the hierarchy were changed. In some 
instances, they were omitted completely.  For this treatment, descriptions of Ismāʿīlī, Fāṭimid, 
and Nizārī authority and doctrine refer to those in place during the Fāṭimid and early Alamūt 
periods.
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the observance of sharīʿa; understanding the intellectual and philosophical 
significance behind these acts constitutes the esoteric facet (bāṭin).2 From the 
inception of Ismāʿīlism, there developed the understanding that the ẓāhir em-
bodied the literal observance of the religious laws that had been revealed by 
the prophets.3 By the dawn of the Fāṭimid movement (890 CE), a cyclical 
model had been implemented to explain these prophets’ continued revelations 
across the Judeo-Christian-Islamic tradition.  For example, in this system, the 
laws of Mūsā (Moses) supplant the earlier laws of Ādam, and each ensuing 
prophet reveals a new set of divine regulations that replaces those transmit-
ted by the preceding prophet.4 The pattern recurs six times, the most recent 
iteration being Muḥammad’s abrogation of the laws divulged by ʿĪsā (Jesus) 
and the implementation of the Islamic sharīʿa.5 The finite world inevitably 
changes, so new laws must address the ensuing change in circumstances.6  As 
the revealed law changes, so too does its observance. Thus, the ẓāhir is imper-
manent. By contrast, the bāṭin embodies the spiritual significance behind these 
transmutable laws and remains constant.7  

This knowledge cannot be deduced by reason or bequeathed generationally 
from elder to younger.8 Whereas the ẓāhir is comprehensible to everybody, 
the bāṭin must be intuited by a guide with access to occult knowledge that by 
its nature is beyond human comprehension.9 Hence, a divinely-guided execu-
tor (waṣī) follows the prophet to explain the current sharīʿa; the Imāms, who 
succeed the executor, safeguard and teach the bāṭin to initiated believers.10  
Thus, the prophet divulges the ẓāhir, the executor interprets the bāṭin from this 
instruction, and the Imām becomes the authority on and defender of both.11  In 
the sixth cycle, Muḥammad is the prophet, ʿAlī follows as his executor, 12 and 
the Imāms emerge from the ʿAlid lineage.13 Originally, Ismāʿīlī doctrine held 
that Muḥammad b. Ismāʿīl, the seventh Imām after the Prophet, had entered a 
period of concealment, and his return would end the temporal world, initiat-
ing an antinomian era in which the bāṭin would be apparent to all. 14 However, 
2) Paul E. Walker, Ḥamīd Al-Dīn Al-Kirmānī: Ismaili Thought in the Age of Al-Ḥākim (New 
York: I. B. Tauris, 1999), 41.
3) Farhad Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs: Their History and Doctrines, 2nd ed. (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2007), 129.
4) Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs, 131.
5) Ibid., 129.
6) Ibid., 130.
7) Ibid., 129.
8) Walker, Ḥamīd Al-Dīn, 76.
9) Ibid.,, 75-76.
10) Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs,129.
11) Walker, Ḥamīd Al-Dīn, 113.
12) Wladimir Ivanow, Studies in Early Persian Ismailism (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1948), 80.
13) Ivanow, Early Persian Ismailism, 10.
14) Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs,132.
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the first Fāṭimid caliph, ʿAbd Allāh al-Mahdī, (d. 934) delayed this advent 
indefinitely.15 Although messianic expectations propel revolutions, their prom-
ises, when unfulfilled, undermine a polity’s stability in the post-insurrection 
phase. Plausibly, al-Mahdī’s revisions dispelled Ismāʿīlī messianism to secure 
the foundations of the Fāṭimid state. As a result, the imamate in the Fāṭimid 
tradition, as well as its derivative sects, theoretically continues as long as the 
temporal world subsists.16 By the time al-Qāḍī al-Nuʿmān (d. 974) composed 
his masterwork of Ismāʿīlī jurisprudence, Daʿāʾim Al-Islām, the renovated 
imamate was an inveterate principle. Among his collected aḥādīth, one at-
tributed to the Imām Jaʿfar al-Ṣādiq states, “He who dies without recognizing 
the Imām of his time, dies the death of a pagan,” after which the Imām adds, 
“a living Imām.”17  

As fundamental aspects of Ismāʿīlī belief, knowledge and its promulgation 
legitimize the position of an individual in the sect’s hierarchy. Authority, as 
delineated in the Fāṭimid era, parallels the doctrines of belief. The chain of 
command possesses components in both the physical and spiritual worlds. 
The Fāṭimid daʿwa and philosopher al-Kirmānī (d. 1021 CE) describes the 
manner in which authority, in the form of knowledge, radiates from God to the 
individual devotee. In between God and worshipper, ten intermediaries exist; 
five are terrestrial and five are celestial.18 On earth, preeminence resides in 
the prophet (lawgiver), who is followed, in diminishing rank, by the executor, 
Imām, ḥujja (“proof”), and dāʿī.19 The occupant of each stratum is expected 
to defer to and learn from the position above them.20 For this reason, in the 
absence of the prophet and executor, the living Imām occupies the apex of 
earthly authority. Befitting God’s chosen representative, strict requirements 
apply.  As hidden religious knowledge (ʿilm) is an ʿAlid privilege,21 the Imām 
must ultimately descend from ʿAlī. Additionally, the imamate may only pass 
from father to son, and the Imām must receive the explicit designation (naṣṣ) 
from his predecessor.22 Because of the Imām’s ʿilm, he invariably chooses the 
correct successor, but the supernatural attributes transfer only when the cur-
rent Imām dies.23 Ultimately, this designation traces back through the imamate 
to ʿAlī, who was chosen by Muḥammad, who was chosen by God.24 Thus, the 
15) Ibid., 133.
16) Ibid.
17) Abū Ḥanīfah Nuʻmān ibn Muḥammad, The Pillars of Islam, Vol. 1, trans. Asaf A. A. Fyzee, 
ed. Ismail Kurban Husein Poonawala (New Dehli: Oxford University Press, 2002), 36.
18) Walker, Ḥamīd Al-Dīn, 113.
19) Ibid.
20) Ibid.
21) Ivanow, Early Persian Ismailism, 6-7.
22) Ivanow, Brief Survey, 61.
23) Ibid.
24) Ḥamīd al-Dīn Aḥmad ibn ʻAbd Allāh al-Kirmānī, Master of the Age: An Islamic Treatise 
on the Necessity of the imamate, trans. Paul E. Walker (New York: I. B. Tauris, 2007), 86-92.
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naṣṣ ultimately designates the Imām as God’s chosen one. Because he must 
adeptly interpret matters of religion and lead the community down the cor-
rect path in accordance with this mandate, he is necessarily infallible.25 The 
Imām, though he possesses the sum of God’s truth, reveals only as much as 
his followers can understand.26 The Ismāʿīlī daʿwa, the proselytizing branch 
of the faith that possesses further internal stratification, then promulgates these 
truths.27 Although the structure of the daʿwa underwent change over time,28 the 
basic concept of missionaries (dāʿī) answering to a senior missionary (ḥujja) 
appears constant.29 Because of these tiers, Ismāʿīlī authority and responsibility 
during the Fāṭimid and early Nizārī eras was, if not simple, thoroughly defined 
and flowing from the top down.  

Considering the necessity of the Imām, the Nizārī development despite his 
absence calls into question both the Ismāʿīlī hierarchy in practice and the per-
missibility, from the Ismāʿīlī perspective, of Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ’s mission. Fore-
most, despite the emphasis on a living Imām, occultation is not alien to Ismāʿīlī 
doctrine. Before ʿAbd Allāh al-Mahdī claimed the imamate, Muḥammad b. 
Ismāʿīl’s concealment and eminent return as the Mahdī constituted a core te-
net of Ismāʿīlī dogma.30 In this pre-Fāṭimid era, ʿAbd Allāh al-Mahdī held the 
title ḥujja as one of several, high-ranking missionaries through whom contact 
with the occulted Imām was possible.31 Whereas the Fāṭimids expunged these 
elements, they provide a precedent through which Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ’s actions 
maintain threads of continuity with earlier Ismāʿīlī notions of leadership.

Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ’s relationship with the imamate was complicated.  Though 
he resided in the Fāṭimid capital of Cairo from 1078-1081 CE, little is known 
of his activities there.32 Significantly, he never met the living Imām, al-
Mustanṣir.33 Moreover, he allegedly antagonized Badr al-Jamālī, the power-
ful vizier who actually ruled the state, by supporting the Imām’s designated 
successor, Nizār. 34 Whether or not this is true, it seems Badr banished Ḥasan 
from Egypt.35 Although difficult to confirm, Ḥasan may have abandoned the 

25) Al-Kirmānī, Master of the Age, 79-81.
26) Ivanow, Brief Survey, 49.
27) Ibid.
28) Walker, Ḥamīd Al-Dīn, 114.
29) Bernard Lewis, The Assassins: A Radical Sect in Islam (New York: Basic Books, 1968), 48.
30) Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs, 117.
31) Ibid.
32) Farhad Daftary, “Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ and the Origins of the Nizārī Ismaʿili Movement,” in 
Mediaeval Ismaʿili History & Thought, ed. Farhad Daftary (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1996), 186.
33) Daftary, “Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ,” 186.
34) Ibid.
35) Ibid.
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Egyptian regime at this point.36 Considering his evident political acumen, he 
certainly would have assessed the waning condition of the Fāṭimid state in 
practical terms and noted that the government lacked the ability to support 
the daʿwa in Persia.37 Perhaps most telling, the Ismāʿīlī schism from which 
the Nizārī designation originates occurred after Ḥasan began his mission. The 
chronology demonstrates this notion: Alamūt was captured in 1090 CE, the 
group’s apparent assassination of Niẓām al-Mulk transpired in 1092 CE, and 
only in 1094 CE did the contested succession between Nizār and al-Mustaʿlī 
arise upon their father’s death. The activist policies later synonymized with 
the Nizārīs, such as institutionalized assassination and coopting defensible 
fortresses, developed several years before rejecting al-Mustaʿlī’s imamate 
as invalid and adapting their doctrines accordingly. Hence, Ḥasan’s activi-
ties seem to demonstrate a degree of Persian Ismāʿīlī autonomy prior to his 
break from the larger religious populace. The rift in the community ostensibly 
emerged due to political machinations in Cairo. Al-Afḍal, the son of the late 
Badr al-Jamālī, inherited his father’s de facto authority; upon the death of 
al-Mustanṣir, he ignored the naṣṣ designating Nizār as successor to the imam-
ate and installed his younger, more pliable brother, al-Mustaʿlī—presumably 
to secure his own authority.38 Nizār fled to Alexandria, where the populace 
declared him Imām, and led a failed revolt, after which he was captured by 
al-Afḍal, imprisoned, and executed via immurement.39 The Persian Ismāʿīlīs, 
who supported Nizār’s claim and thus the prerogative of the Nizārid line, sev-
ered all ties with the Fāṭimid state.40 As evidenced, Ḥasan had already begun 
to act on his own initiative, and the contested imamate seems to have provided 
ideological grounds for a complete split.

The impending problem looming over early Nizārī authority, namely, the 
Imām’s absence, never manifested. Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ’s charisma as a leader 
conjoined with established Ismāʿīlī thought and jurisprudence seems to have 
prevented such issues. Considering the ongoing struggle against the Saljūqs 
in Persia, pragmatism probably contributed to the widespread acceptance of 
Ḥasan’s authority in that area.  Doctrinally, the Saljūqs deemed Ismāʿīlism an 
extreme heterodoxy and aggressively persecuted the sect.41 Furthermore, na-
tive Persians resented the exploitive rule of the Turkic Saljūqs, which contrib-
uted de facto popular support to the insurgency against unjust, ethnic aliens.42  
36) Marshall G. S. Hodgson, The Secret Order of Assassins: The Struggle of the Early Nizārī 
Ismāʿīlīs against the Islamic World (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2005), 47.
37) Daftary, “Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ,” 187.
38) Ibid., 193-194.
39) Ibid., 194.
40) Farhad Daftary, The Assassin Legends: Myths of the Ismaʿilis (New York: I. B. Tauris, 
1995), 29.
41) Daftary, The Assassin Legends, 24.
42) Daftary, “Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ,” 190.
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Ḥasan likely benefitted from actively engaging the Saljūqs when the regional 
population was receptive to opposition.

Consciously or unconsciously, the Nizārī revolution followed the principles 
of valid authority as established in Fāṭimid jurisprudence. The exemplar of 
that tradition, al-Nuʿmān, describes the obligation to rulers: 

Obedience is also due [in the same manner as the Imams] to those 
[representatives] appointed by [the Imams], so long as such depu-
ties obey the Imams.  But if they disobey them and rebel against the 
Imam’s authority, then no obedience is due to them.43

Whereas explicating Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ’s personal rationalization is impos-
sible, this excerpt provides an ideological justification to his break from the 
Cairene daʿwa and autonomous mission. Al-Afḍal, as his father’s succes-
sor, inherited the position of chief dāʿī in the Fāṭimid daʿwa. Following the 
Fāṭimid hierarchy and expectations of deference, Ḥasan would have been 
expected to observe al-Afḍal’s authority. Al-Mustanṣir had given his naṣṣ to 
Nizār, and nothing indicates he rescinded this designation.44 When al-Afḍal 
replaced Nizār, he ignored central tenets of Ismāʿīlī belief. Obedience to the 
Imām is obedience to God, and replacing the divinely-designated Imām with a 
puppet signified disobedience to earthly and celestial authority. Theologically, 
he lacked the ʿilm, and that quality of divine knowledge ensured the proper 
choice. Thus, even if the Nizārī-Mustaʿlī split was only an expedient means 
to reinforce his de facto authority with de jure legitimacy, Ḥasan’s proclama-
tion for Nizār and subsequent break with the Fāṭimid daʿwa corresponds with 
Ismāʿīlī fiqh. Al-Afḍal, acting against the designated Imām, no longer war-
ranted allegiance from devotees. That the Persian Ismāʿīlī community adhered 
without dissent to Ḥasan’s decision45 reinforces the perceived justness of his 
cause among the populace, the actual influence he already wielded, or, more 
likely, a combination of the two.  

Nizār seems to have been executed without proclaiming the naṣṣ for his 
successor, and none of his progeny claimed the position immediately there-
after.46 As a result, the Nizārī community was faced with a vacant imamate.47 
Notably, the philosophical quandaries seem not to have slowed the practical 
Nizārī mission, as they continued their activities by capturing the fortresses of 
Girdkuh and Shāhdiz48 either during Nizār’s imprisonment or shortly after his 

43) Nuʻmān ibn Muḥammad, The Pillars, 435.
44) Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs, 324.
45) Daftary, “Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ,” 195.
46) Ibid.
47) Ibid., 195-196.
48) Lewis, The Assassins, 49-50.
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execution. Though later Nizārī tradition states that a grandson of the murdered 
Imām was smuggled to Alamūt,49 Ḥasan did not announce this successor.50  
More importantly, no indication suggests that Ḥasan had designs on the posi-
tion himself. Instead, the Persian Ismāʿīlīs seem to have adopted elements of 
the pre-Fāṭimid model. The latter, during the ninth century, seems to have con-
sisted of revolutionary daʿwa activity enacted by the proselytizing of the dāʿīs, 
dispersed widely and directed through a secret central leadership.51  

In both, pragmatism seems to have dictated policy. In contrast to the Fāṭimid 
state, in which Ismāʿīlism was the ruling sect over a Sūnni majority,52 early 
Ismāʿīlism53 and Nizārī Ismāʿīlism were protest movements against oppres-
sive regimes that appealed to diverse social strata. Hence, the complex hier-
archy developed under the Fāṭimids seems to have relaxed due to the Nizārī’s 
revolutionary mode. Ismāʿīlīs of diverse social backgrounds referred to each 
other by the egalitarian “comrade” (rafīq), and the tradition of authority stem-
ming from learning likely ended with Ḥasan, after which militarily capable 
individuals,54 rather than the intellectuals of Fāṭimid times, rose to high-rank-
ing positions. Therefore, it seems little surprise that Ḥasan, paralleling the 
leaders of that earlier era, became the ḥujja of the absent Imām, representing 
him on earth during his occultation.55 In itself, the designation merits consid-
eration.  The Fāṭimid use of the term, as mentioned, designated a high-ranking 
member of the daʿwa. The early Ismāʿīlīs, however, used the term to describe 
the successor who would become Imām when the Imām perished.56 Moreover, 
in early Shiʿite usage, ḥujja was a synonym for Imām.57

Though he did predict the imminent coming of the Imām-qaʾim,58 unlike 
the pre-Fāṭimid ḥujja, Ḥasan never claimed access to the Imām.59 Though a 
proxy, the Imām would not have been providing direction to Ḥasan in his ab-
sence. The imamate continued to belong to the Nizārid line and the occulted 
Imām, even if practical authority belonged to Ḥasan. For example, numis-
matic evidence demonstrates that coinage continued to be minted in Nizār’s 

49) Ibid., 49.
50) Daftary, “Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ,” 196.
51) Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs, 98.
52) Michael Bonner, Jihad in Islamic History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006), 
135.
53) Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs, 115.
54) Ivanow, Early Persian Ismailism, 26.
55) Hodgson, The Secret Order, 67.
56) Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs, 118.
57) Ivanow, Early Persian Ismailism, 42.
58) Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs, 326.
59) Hodgson, The Secret Order, 67.
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name until after Ḥasan’s death.60 Ḥasan never introduced doctrinal revisions 
in the fashion of the Imām, and his driving contribution to early Nizārī prac-
tice, “the new preaching” (daʿwa jadīda), was an aggressive reconstruction of 
longstanding doctrines on authoritative teaching (taʿlīm).61 The extant summa-
ries of Ḥasan’s own writings demonstrate he continued to argue for the imam-
ate’s necessity, as the Imām’s ʿilm remained the only true means to understand 
God’s will.62 However, the title he adopted may indicate manipulating the 
term’s amorphous history to insinuate the Imām’s authority without usurp-
ing the imamate outright.  In this way, he could capitalize on the charisma of 
the Imām to hold together a community in which an occulted Imām would 
have been, in practice, a novel concept. Nominally, however, he remained the 
Imām’s deputy, under the Fāṭimid definition. The record of his actions does 
not indicate any instance in which he acted against this mandate and would 
therefore be illegitimate. The sharīʿa remained enforced.63 He emphasized the 
commanding of right and forbidding of wrong and had his own sons executed 
for their transgressions: one for drinking wine and the other for complicity in 
a murder of which he was posthumously exculpated.64 It seems Ḥasan was ei-
ther as severely pious as he appeared or he understood the necessity to appear 
rigorous in his observances to maintain his authority. Whereas there seems to 
be no reason to doubt the former, even if his piety was political theatre, his ac-
tions indicate awareness that legitimacy in accordance with Ismāʿīlī tradition 
were vital to his control over the Persian mission. 

Legitimacy of Nizārī Warfare under Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ

The structure of Ismāʿīlī authority makes warfare fairly straightforward un-
der normal conditions. As offensive jihād in most Shīʿite doctrines requires the 
Imām to approve and direct it,65 and, as Ismāʿīlism by nature upholds the liv-
ing imamate, any violence sanctioned by the Imām is legitimate. As the deputy 
of the Imām, first as a dāʿī and then as ḥujja, Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ wielded this 
authority to endorse warfare. However, this authority in Ismāʿīlī tradition is 
not absolute. Al-Nuʿmān states that “a deputy [who] leads the people contrary 
to [the principles of] the Book of God or the commands of His Plenipotentia-

60) Daftary, “Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ,” 196.
61) Ibid., 197.
62) Muḥammad ibn ̒ Abd al-Karīm al-Shahrastānī, “Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ’s Doctrine,” trans. Marshall 
G. S. Hodgson, in The Secret Order of Assassins: The Struggle of the Early Nizārī Ismāʿīlīs 
against the Islamic World, ed. A. Fahmī Muḥammad (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2005), 325-328.
63) Hodgson, The Secret Order, 60.
64) Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs, 343-344.
65) Bonner, Jihad in Islamic,  125.
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ries (awliyāʾihi) [the Imams]”66 loses his right to command. The preeminence 
given to assassination by Ḥasan radically departed from the established norms 
of warfare in the Ismāʿīlī tradition. For example, Al-Nuʿmān collects aḥādīth 
that treat warfare in traditional terms, describing the proper management of 
infantry, archers, and cavalry.67 In the Daʿāʾim Al-Islām, the nearest analogue 
to assassination originates in a ḥadīth in which ʿ Alī relays the permissibility of 
one-on-one combat during the time of Muḥammad,68 and solo combat clearly 
differs a great deal from targeted murder. Despite this, assassination exists in 
the greater Islamic tradition. Records insinuate that Muḥammad employed the 
technique to eliminate particular enemies.69 Thus, whereas there seems not to 
have been jurisprudence governing assassinations, the practice had precedence 
in the form of the Prophet himself. The difference between previous models of 
assassination and that used by the Nizārīs is that the latter constituted a mode 
of war rather than a purely practical stratagem.

Three factors define the Nizārīs’ specific brand of assassination. The first 
is the psychological component. The second is the violence against the in-
tended target. The nearly ubiquitous suicidal nature of the mission provides 
the third.  Beginning with the first, the Nizārīs intended to frighten potential 
opposition by theatrically eliminating their targets in public forums.70 Though 
this practice led to accusations that Ḥasan pioneered terrorism,71 the call to 
“terrify the enemy of God” (turhibūna bihi ʿaduwwa Allāhi) 72 is Qurʾānic in 
origin. Psychological assault had never evolved into a recognized category of 
warfare,73 but the seminal idea predates the Ismāʿīlīs. From the Ismāʿīlī stand-
point, Ḥasan represented the occulted Imām, who represented God on earth; 
hence, the Nizārīs’ enemies were the enemies of God. As a result, psychologi-
cal warfare could be legitimized from the Ismāʿīlī perspective; their enemies, 
obviously, categorically denounced it. Therefore, ritualized intimidation, 
while novel in practice, could plausibly have been corroborated by doctrine.

The second characteristic of Nizārī assassination, the murder itself, is most 
problematic as legitimate practice. As mentioned, assassination was not alien 
to Islamic rulers. The Saljūqs, frequently targets of the early Nizārīs, employed 
it.74 Considering the circumstances the Nizārīs faced, the method exemplified 
66) Nuʻmān ibn Muḥammad, The Pillars, 435.
67) Ibid., 460-461.
68) Ibid., 460.
69) Hodgson, The Secret Order, 82.
70) Daftary, The Assassin Legends, 34.
71) Lewis, The Assassins, 130.
72) Cf. Qurʾān 8:60.
73) Thomas Hegghammer, “Terrorism,” in Princeton Encyclopedia of Islamic Political Thought, 
ed. Gerhard Bowering (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2011), 545.
74) Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs, 338.
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practicality. In addition to the psychological effects, assassination decapitated 
the authority in a society that depended on individual charisma as a prerequi-
site to rule.75 As the Nizārīs found themselves severely outnumbered, a single 
assassination could avert a costly battle as the targeted individual typically 
embodied local authority. It seems likely that the sect justified the practice 
as humane in light of the deaths prevented by using the technique expedient-
ly.76 Whereas no ruling validates the practice, several Ismāʿīlī precedents and 
aḥādīth relate tangentially. Foremost, the Sunnī Saljūqs would have been re-
garded as usurpers of ʿAlid authority. A ḥadīth attributed to ʿAlī describes his 
combat against his opponents at the Battle of the Camel, Muʿāwiya’s support-
ers at the Battle of Ṣiffīn, and the Khawārij as actions that were commanded, 77 
presumably by God. Another ḥadīth attributed to Imām Muḥammad al-Bāqir 
describes the Muslims who rebelled against ʿAlī as greater sinners than the in-
fidels who fought the Prophet because the latter were ignorant and the former 
possessed the Qurʾān and still defied ʿAlī.78  In yet another ḥadīth, ʿAlī pro-
claims that “the party of rebellion should be fought and they should be killed 
with every instrument used against the polytheists.”79 Thus, fighting against 
the illegitimate Sunnī oppressors was not merely acceptable; it was doctrinally 
obligated. Moreover, the historical precedent in which the Fāṭimid Imāms ex-
panded into Palestine and Syria,80 which were ʿAbbāsid territories, validated 
combat with Sunnīs when promoting Ismāʿīlism.

Regarding the method of assassination, Ismāʿīlī jurisprudence does not for-
bid it, and elements of it seem acceptable. A ḥadīth credited to ʿAlī states that 
“the polytheists may be killed [in war] by all possible means; [for instance by 
weapons made of] iron or stone or fire, or water, or any other means.”81 As 
previously established, rebels and polytheists are interchangeable, and thus 
carte blanche seems to be issued in their elimination. In another, the Imām 
Jaʿfar al-Ṣādiq reiterates that acting to uphold the command, and to support 
the authority, of the Imām and his representatives is tantamount to obeying 
God.82 Since there was no explicit prohibition against assassination, Ḥasan’s 
innovation was authorized by virtue of his position.

The final violent aspect of Nizārī assassination is martyrdom. Aḥādīth cred-
ited to Muḥammad recognize martyrs as the most generous people among 
75) Ibid., 328.
76) Hodgson, The Secret Order, 84.
77) Nuʻmān ibn Muḥammad, The Pillars, 480.
78) Ibid.
79) Ibid. 489.
80) Bonner, Jihad in Islamic, 135.
81) Nuʻmān ibn Muḥammad, The Pillars, 465.
82) Ibid.
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mankind83 and martyrdom in the way of God as the highest possible act.84 In 
fact, the Nizārī practice seems to ensure martyrdom as a necessary component 
of the act. The assassins exclusively used daggers, notably limited in range, 
despite the availability of poison and projectile weapons that would have af-
forded a greater chance of survival for the assassin.85 With hardly any excep-
tions, the assassins did not attempt escape and were consequently killed.86  
Within the Nizārī community, the individuals who undertook these missions 
were known as fidāʾīs, literally meaning “devotee.”87 Under Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ, 
the fidāʾīs likely received no special training and probably did not constitute 
a special corps.88  Instead, they seem to have been young members of the 
Ismāʿīlī population who volunteered to sacrifice themselves due to a deep 
spiritual conviction and for the greater good of the community.89  All of these 
factors suggest that the act was as much an expression of faith as it was mode 
of resistance. In fact, the practice seems to have developed to serve the two 
functions simultaneously. On one hand, the assassination dealt with a palpable 
political problem. The secondary martyrdom answered a personal religious 
need following the tradition of preexisting Ismāʿīlī beliefs. Martyrdom being 
the highest possible act, and the devotees being volunteers, the act achieved a 
sanctity that placed it beyond a mundane killing. Simultaneously, while thus 
sanctified, Nizārī warfare was deeply pragmatic. Much like Ḥasan’s “new 
preaching,” the implementation of widespread assassination reinterpreted and 
reformed extant traditions but did not necessarily invent new ones. Consider-
ing the Nizārī ethos and the exigency of defending the community in a hostile 
environment, Ḥasan’s program was not inherently illegitimate.

Twelver Authority and Wilāyat al-Faqīh

In Twelver thought, the sharīʿa is the complete and perfect law derived from 
the Qurʾān and the sunna. 90 Whereas the Qurʾān remains free from falsifica-
tion, the sunna does not.91 Because of the restricted scope of the Qurʿān and 
the sunna’s corruptibility, God provided the imamate to ensure the guidance 
of the human race after Muḥammad’s death.92  In the Twelver tradition, there 
83) Ibid., 427.
84) Ibid.
85) Lewis, The Assassins, 127.
86) Ibid.
87) Hodgson, The Secret Order, 82.
88) Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs, 328-329.
89) Daftary, The Assassin Legends, 35.
90) Muḥammad Taqī Meṣbāḥ Yazdī, “The Shīʿite Argument for the Necessity of an Inerrant 
Imām,” trans. Lynda Clarke, in Shīʿite Heritage: Essays on Classical and Modern Traditions, 
ed. Lynda Clarke (Birmingham: Global Academic Publishing, 2001), 135.
91) Meṣbāḥ Yazdī, “The Shīʿite Argument,” 135.
92) Ibid.
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must always be an infallible guide and proof (ḥujja) of God to whom mankind 
can turn for certitude in religious matters.93 Thus, God gifted the Imāms with 
divine knowledge (ʿilm) and insusceptibility to human error (ʿiṣma).94 They 
occupy the position of Muḥammad, excepting revelatory attributes; from this 
mandate, the Imām holds the rights to sovereignty (wilāya) and government 
(ḥukūma).95 ʿAlid heritage and descent from the Prophet are also emphasized 
as a prerequisite to the imamate. A ḥadīth attributed to Muḥammad relates 
their preeminence: “Behold, I leave for you two weights: the Book of God and 
my Family.”96 Based on the divinely-granted rights to sovereignty and govern-
ment, from the Twelver perspective, any earthly authority other than that of 
the Imām is illegitimate.97 As ʿAlī was the sole politically empowered Imām, 
all subsequent rulers are illegitimate. Under Jaʿfar al-Sādiq, the authority of 
the imamate became derived exclusively from ʿilm rather than worldly politi-
cal dominion.98

In 941 CE, the greater occultation (ghayba) marked the Twelfth Imām’s dis-
appearance, and, as he left no explicit instructions regarding leadership of the 
community, the ghayba also signified the end of legitimate authority.99 Where-
as much of the Imāms’ practical responsibilities had already devolved to the 
Shīʿī ʿulamāʾ, 100 the ghayba removed the titular authority without explicitly 
replacing it.  Thus, while the actual effect was probably limited, absorbing the 
loss into doctrine generated debate that continues into contemporary times.101 
In practice, the ʿulamāʾ inherited the religious authority of the Shīʿite com-
munity but not the right to secular leadership.102 The evolving government in 
Iran saw the corresponding evolution of the Shīʿite clerical class. During the 
Ṣafavid era, the ʿulamāʾ outright claimed deputyship to the Twelfth Imām 
from a statement attributed to him: “As for new cases which occur, refer con-
cerning them to the transmitters of our [the Imam’s] statements; for they are 
my proof (ḥujja) unto you, and I am God’s proof unto them.”103 By the Qajar 
dynasty, the Shīʿite ʿulamāʾ in Iran monopolized religious authority, and the 

93) Wilferd Madelung, “Authority in Twelver Shiism in the Absence of the Imam,” in Religious 
Schools and Sects in Medieval Islam (London: Variorum, 1985), 163.
94) Madelung, “Authority in Twelver Shiism,” 163.
95) Meṣbāḥ Yazdī, “The Shīʿite Argument,” 135.
96) Ibid., 136.
97) Madelung, “Authority in Twelver Shiism,” 165.
98) Said Amir Arjomand, The Turban for the Crown: The Islamic Revolution in Iran (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1988), 11.
99) Madelung, “Authority in Twelver Shiism,” 165.
100) Ibid., 166.
101) Ibid., 165-166.
102) Arjomand, The Turban, 11.
103) Madelung, “Authority in Twelver Shiism,” 166.
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underpinnings of the modern clerical hierarchy began to form.104 At this time, 
their dominion did not extend to the political realm,105 which remained firmly 
the prerogative of the Qajar administration.

Two concepts are central to understanding authority in the clerical class.  
The first is a jurist’s (faqīh) personal interpretation of a legal issue and deci-
sion on the matter (ijtihād).106 The second is following the example set forth 
by a jurist qualified to perform such an interpretation (taqlīd).107 In order to 
perform ijtihād, a student must prove himself capable as a jurist, at which 
point he receives permission to give legal rulings based on his personal inves-
tigation (ijāzat al-ijtihād).108 At that point, he becomes a mujtahid.  In matters 
of religion, those not recognized to perform ijtihād are obligated to observe 
the rulings of a recognized mujtahid.109 Because the ʿulamāʾ lack the ʿilm that 
ensures the correct ruling on a religious matter, an ijtihād can never be defini-
tively proven correct. 110 As a result, mujtahids provide different rulings, all of 
which are acceptable.111 Since the nineteenth century, the preeminent mujtahid 
has held the position of marjiʿ al-taqlīd, meaning “a source to imitate.”112 In 
theory, the layman follows the marjiʿ’s rulings and example because he is the 
most learned jurist and, therefore, the one best suited to guide the believer.113 
Notably, several mujtahids may be worthy marājiʿ simultaneously.114 As a re-
sult, the system, though stratified, allows for numerous valid opinions from 
among the marājiʿ. The structure of this clerical hierarchy would later clash 
with the Islamic Republic established by Khumaynī. 

Khumaynī’s delineation for the Guardianship of the Jurist (wilāyat al-faqīh) 
evolved out of the mujtahid tradition like previous interpretations, but from 
the outset, it was tinged with pragmatism. Notably, in Islamic Government, 
Khumaynī consistently argues that establishing a government during the ghay-
ba as “necessary” to defend Islam and its boundaries. 115 Khumaynī continues 
104) Arjomand, The Turban, 15.
105) Ibid., 180.
106) Muḥammad ʿAlī Taskhīrī,”Supreme Authority (Marjiʿīyah) in Shīʿism,” trans. Lynda 
Clarke, in Shīʿite Heritage: Essays on Classical and Modern Traditions, ed. Lynda Clarke 
(Birmingham: Global Academic Publishing, 2001), 159.
107) Taskhīrī, “Supreme Authority,” 159.
108) Devin J. Stewart, “Islamic Juridical Hierarchies and the Office of Marjiʿ Al-Taqlīd,” in 
Shīʿite Heritage: Essays on Classical and Modern Traditions, ed. Lynda Clarke (Birmingham: 
Global Academic Publishing, 2001), 155.
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110) Ibid., 159-160.
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114) Ibid., 139.
115) Rūhullāh Khumaynī, “Islamic Government,” trans. Hamid Algar, in Islam and Revolution: 
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this rhetoric, quoting the Prophet’s statement that, “Were it not for the obliga-
tion imposed on me, forcing me to take up this task of government, I would 
abandon it.”116 In Khumaynī’s argument, government from the outset was an 
unpleasant necessity, even to Muḥammad.  It is not, Khumaynī asserts, a spiri-
tual station but a means to an end.117 In the dichotomy of faith, the alternative 
is a situation in which Islam cannot be upheld, and, consequently, a return to 
jāhilīyya.

In the evolution of Khumaynī’s version of wilāyat al-faqīh, this “necessity” 
seems to have constantly outweighed the particulars. When asked in 1963 
about the institutions of government he desired to implement, he declined to 
affirm any particular system on the grounds that an endorsement would inevi-
tably draw criticism from some sector; therefore, such matters would be ad-
dressed when relevant.118 Indeed, Khumaynī makes no mention of the Islamic 
Republic in Islamic Government, which may indicate that he envisioned the 
republic model to be a stepping-stone to a truly Islamic government.119 Cor-
roborating this notion, Khumaynī articulates that “Islamic government does 
not correspond to any of the existing forms of government.”120 The pith of his 
arguments state that the ʿulamāʾ, as the only valid authority present during the 
ghayba, hold the right to rule.121 In an Islamic government, the indispensable 
credentials of Khumaynī’s ideal ruler are general “intelligence and adminis-
trative ability” in addition to “knowledge of [Islamic] law and justice.”122 A 
ruler emulating a marjiʿ has natural limits to his authority because following 
another undermines his own power; by contrast, one who reigns without prac-
ticing taqlīd governs incorrectly.123 Therefore, the only rulers who can fulfill 
this mandate autonomously are the jurists, who are capable of ijtāhad.124  Rev-
elation and ʿilm, which grant divine insight, do not “confer additional govern-
mental powers.”125 Thus, any jurist possessing superior knowledge may rule, 
and it becomes incumbent for the people to obey him.126 Importantly, though 
this ruler obtains the political agency of the Imāms, he does not assume their 
spiritual rank.127
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While not the first proposal of wilāyat al-faqīh, schemes prior to Khumaynī 
had involved collective rule by all the jurists (fuqahāʾ) with the understand-
ing that the general deputyship to the Hidden Imām extended to the jurists as 
a collective group. 128 Indeed, the statement used to justify the position of the 
ʿulamāʾ during the Ṣafavid period denotes that “they are [the Imam’s] proof.”  
Khumaynī broke from this understanding by suggesting that one faqīh should 
be elevated to a superior status by virtue of implementing the wilāyat al-faqīh 
as a working system. As he had been successful in that function, he became 
the designated leader. Again, this justification was pragmatic; the fiat to rule 
stems from the faculty to establish rule.  Khumaynī could never substanti-
ate the office of one supreme jurist over his contemporaries from a theologi-
cal standpoint, but it had to exist to maintain societal order.129 Naturally, this 
shortcoming had ramifications. A number of marājiʿ and ayatollahs, including 
Grand Ayatollah Sharīʿatmadārī, objected to wilāyat al-faqīh on the aforemen-
tioned doctrinal grounds. As a result, Sharīʿatmadārī suffered a brutal charac-
ter assassination campaign and, in 1982, was demoted from Grand Ayatollah, 
a relegation that had no precedent130 and constituted a move on the part of 
the state to consolidate power. Likewise, Khumaynī’s supporters purged the 
pro-Sharīʿatmadārī ʿulamāʾ.131 The incident demonstrates the innate conflict 
between Khumaynī’s government and the fuqahāʾ hierarchy. Because of the 
accepted plurality of the marjiʿīyya construct, the total submission to one jurist 
based on his political capability clashes with the knowledge-based underpin-
nings of the entire establishment. Because no one ijtāhad can be known to be 
conclusively correct, Khumaynī’s wilāyat al-faqīh could be opposed on doc-
trinal grounds under the religious institution as it existed. Furthermore, as both 
Khumaynī and Sharīʿatmadārī were marājiʿ, Khumaynī could not suppress 
Sharīʿatmadārī on religious grounds due to the model of clerical authority.   

The state’s public castigation of Sharīʿatmadārī reflected the evolution of 
Twelver ideas of authority—at least in Iran. In practice, the Islamic Republic 
began to override traditional Shīʿite paradigms of prestige for the sake of its 
own stability. The idea that the leading jurist is primus inter pares in relation 
to the other fuqahāʾ did not translate into reality.132 It became obligatory to 
obey the rulings of the supreme jurist, even if other jurists disagreed with the 
128) Said Amir Arjomand, “Ideological Revolution in Shiʿism,” in Authority and Political 
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interpretation.133 If individual jurists were allowed to proffer rulings, these al-
ternative judgments could threaten public unity, encourage dissidence among 
the populace, and, therefore, threaten the Islamic Republic itself.134 Religious 
rhetoric also served to quell discord. As Khumaynī outlined it, the Iranian 
political regime was the only valid government during the ghayba, and its 
support became mandatory for Shīʿites not on a nationalistic basis, but as a 
religious duty.135 Likewise, the believer’s failure to participate in government 
resulted in spiritual consequences.136 Gradually, wilāyat al-faqīh became the 
most important element of the Islam of the Iranian state.  In 1988, Khumaynī 
commented that, 

Islamic government, since it is the extension of the authority of the 
Prophet and holy Imams, is considered one of Islam’s fundamental 
tenets, having precedence over even devotions such as performing 
prayers, fasting, or pilgrimage…Thus, for example, the government 
can abrogate the ritual duties of ḥajj or revoke contracts undertaken 
when those contracts are perceived to be detrimental to its interests, 
whether they pertain to religious matters or not.137

Paradoxically, the regime, which Khumaynī considered necessary on the 
basis that the institution must exist to protect Islam, could circumvent sharīʿa 
and tradition to fulfill this mandate.  In the ultimate example of ends justifying 
means, the ruling jurist could ignore or change Islam in the interests of pre-
serving it.  Of course, such logic also presented the ruler with a carte blanche 
to administer in any chosen way and retain immunity from criticism.

Concurrent with the religio-political posturing, Khumaynī’s individual cha-
risma contributed to his authoritative standing. Khumaynī benefitted from a 
climate in Iran during the 1960s and 1970s that fomented the return of mille-
narian beliefs.138 Core aspects of his persona promoted a tacit link to the Hidden 
Imām. As a sayyid, Khumaynī claimed descent from the Prophet through the 
seventh Imām Mūsā al-Kāẓim. Due to the ʿAlid prerogative of the imamate, 
Khumaynī benefited from the messianic expectation of the Twelfth Imām’s re-
turn by virtue of being a prominent public figure who was also an ʿAlid. Like-
wise, Khumaynī’s fourteen-year exile from and return to Iran readily mirrored 
the ghayba motif. While not explicitly endorsing them, Khumaynī allowed his 
followers’ messianic beliefs to manifest around him. By 1970, his supporters 
133) Aziz, “Popular Sovereignty,” 186.
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had bestowed the honorific title “Imām” on him; the term had previously been 
reserved for the divinely-guided leaders of the ʿAlid line ending with the Hid-
den Imām.139 The Iranian populace argued over whether Khumaynī was the 
Twelfth Imām returning from occultation to fulfill his role as Mahdī.140 Even 
those unprepared to concede that Khumaynī was the eschatological redeemer 
postulated that he might be the Mahdī’s forerunner.141 Denizens of rural cities 
apparently beheld Khumaynī’s face in the full moon and responded by sacri-
ficing lambs in the ensuing days.142 After ascending to power, people began 
referring to Khumaynī as the Deputy to the Twelfth Imām (nāʾib-i imām).143

In perhaps the most demonstrable incident of Khumaynī manipulating these 
expectations, when asked directly about his being the Mahdī, Khumaynī pre-
varicated and provided neither confirmation nor denial.144 In this manner, he 
avoided marginalization as a radical for promoting himself as the divine Imām 
while maintaining the aura of such popular associations. Without appropriat-
ing these ingrained Shīʿite notions of authority into his own charisma, it is 
unlikely Khumaynī would have succeeded in restructuring both the political 
and religious orders.145

Using Violence to Legitimize the State in the Khumaynī Era

In classical Twelver Shīʿite jurisprudence, the utilization of violence for 
any ends must be approved by the Imām. Under this ruling, employing vio-
lence in jihād146 or in the Islamic responsibility to “command good and forbid 
evil” (al-amr biʾl-maʿrūf waʾl-nahy ʿan al-munkar) becomes forbidden dur-
ing the ghayba.147  Regarding the former, Twelver Shīʿism divides jihād into 
the “greater jihād,” (al-jihād al-akbar) in which the believer struggles against 
their baser instincts, and “lesser jihād” (al-jihād al-aṣghar), in which the 
believer engages against a hostile opponent in warfare.148 In Twelver belief, 
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jihād also entails seeking knowledge (ʿilm) and guarding Shīʿite secrets.149 
Lesser jihād can be conducted against polytheists, apostates, practitioners of 
other monotheistic religions (ahl al-kitāb), and unjust dissenters to legitimate 
rule (ahl al-baghy).150 Whereas the first three align with Sunnī sanctions to 
wage jihād, the final possesses a distinctly Shīʿite character. In Sunnī fiqh, 
dissenters are Muslims who rebel against the government.151 In Twelver fiqh, 
because all rulers are illegitimate save the Imāms, all non-Twelver Muslims, 
by not recognizing the Imāms, are dissidents against whom fighting is obliga-
tory and not dependent on any temporal prompt.152 Again, only the Imām may 
order these offensive jihāds. Over time, however, worldly practicality led to 
alterations in the doctrine. For example, Al-Ṭūsī (d. 1067 CE) rules defensive 
jihād against hostile incursions to be acceptable even during the ghayba.153  
Al-Ḥillī (d. 1325) concludes that declaring jihād is the Imām’s privilege, but 
an appointee of the Imām may also instigate it.154 Whereas al-Ḥillī’s language 
describing this appointee is ambiguous, the tacit implication seems to be that 
it is the fuqahāʾ, upon whom had devolved several of the Imām’s functions at 
this juncture.155 During the Qajar period, defensive jihād became the explicit 
right of the mujtahids in the absence of the Imām.156 This jihād could be called 
to defend the lands of Islam from infidel encroachment, could only be led by 
a divinely sanctioned ruler, and was distinct from simple self-defense.157 The 
other situation in which violence may be permissible in a religious context, 
commanding good and forbidding evil, becomes relatively quietist in Twelver 
doctrine. Collecting traditions of Jaʿfar al-Ṣādiq, common themes in “forbid-
ding wrong” include advising the faithful and teaching the ignorant, but not 
engaging an armed opponent or correcting an unjust ruler unless that ruler 
seeks correction.158 Specifically using force to prevent wrong was restricted 
without the Imām’s permission; even in rare instances when jurists ruled 
wounding acceptable, they forbade killing.159

Khumaynī reinterpreted jihād and commanding good and forbidding evil 
from an activist perspective to legitimize insurrection against the Pahlavi 
state. In Islamic Government, he cites the tradition in which Ḥusayn justifies 
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156) Ann K. S. Lambton, “A Nineteenth Century View of Jihād,” Studia Islamica, no. 32 (1970): 
187-192, http://www.jstor.org/stable/1595218.
157) Lambton, “A Nineteenth Century,” 187-188.
158) Cook, Commanding Right, 254-255.
159) Ibid., 266-270.
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rising against Yazīd and argues that

…the fuqaha, by means of jihad and enjoining the good and forbid-
ding the evil, must expose and overthrow the tyrannical rulers and 
rouse the people so that the universal movement of all alert Muslims 
can establish Islamic government in place of tyrannical regimes.160

The quietist traditions of commanding good and forbidding evil, specifical-
ly Jaʿfar al-Ṣādiq’s prohibition against insurrection, are categorically ignored.  
In this vein, the fuqahāʾ are obligated to forbid evil by revolting when the 
ruling regime stands to damage Islam.161 In his Taḥrīr al-Wasīla, Khumaynī 
expounds this notion by explaining that certain cases exist in which the evil to 
be forbidden constitutes a base threat to Islam.  In these cases, the compulsion 
to forbid the evil overrides the typical sanction against acting when such ac-
tion could harm the believer, especially if the believer is a cleric.162 Examples 
of such threats include the preservation of life and safeguarding Islamic ter-
ritory.163 Under Khumaynī’s ruling, a jihād may be called by the jurists against 
the unjust regime to establish the Islamic government. In this case, defensive 
jihād, which usually signifies resisting an incursion, seems to include war-
fare against an incumbent regime transmitting practices detrimental to Islam 
within the Islamic territories.

The 1979 Constitution granted Khumaynī the right to “[declare] war and 
[mobilize] the armed forces at the suggestion of the High Council for National 
Defense” as the constitutionally stipulated “leader” (rahbar).164 Furthermore, 
the Constitution delineated the purpose of the defense forces as “not only for 
defending the borders, but also for the mission stated in the Book, of holy war 
in the way of God and fighting to expand the rule of God’s law in the world.”165 
The Constitution draws a distinction between war and jihād. Therefore, the 
leader may declare war in the interests of the nation, but this is distinct from 
jihād, struggle in the cause of God. Notably, while offensive jihād is catego-
rized as the duty of the defense forces, its permissibility remains vague. In-
deed, under Khumaynī, jihād remained a defensive conflict.166  

Accordingly, Khumaynī’s rhetoric during the Iran-Iraq War (1980-1988) 
160) Khumaynī, Islamic Government, 108-109.
161) Ibid., 113-115.
162) Cook, Commanding Right, 534.
163) Ibid.
164) Rouhollah K. Ramazani, “Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran,” Middle East 
Journal 34, no. 2 (1980): 199, http://www.jstor.org/stable/4326018.
165) Ramazani, “Constitution of the Islamic Republic,” 186.
166) Arjomand, “Ideological Revolution,” 200.
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frequently invoked defensive jihād, either conceptually or directly. In Septem-
ber 1980, Khumaynī described the war as “Islam in its totalit ...fighting against 
blasphemy” and called Muslims, under religious obligation, “to protect, to 
support and to defend Islam.”167 When addressing the Iraqi people in October 
1980, Khumaynī asserted that the “war [had] been imposed on Iran” and that 
defending Iran was “both logical and a religious duty.”168 In a speech later that 
month, Khumaynī appealed to the Iranian people with “the honor of jihad” 
and “the defense of an Islamic country.”169 In particular, Khumaynī targeted 
Saddam Hussein, alternatively labeling him an atheist,170 a hypocrite,171 the 
enemy of the Imāms,172 a pagan,173 an infidel, 174 an apostate,175 and the dirty 
agent of colonialism.176 By rejecting Saddam Hussein as an unbeliever, Iranian 
self-defense became a defensive jihād. By labeling him a colonialist puppet, 
Khumaynī approved of an Iraqi jihād against Saddam Hussein as he had for 
Iranians against the Shah.  Accordingly, he petitioned the Iraqi people to fol-
low Iran’s example and overthrow their unjust ruler,177 while petitioning the 
Muslims in Saddam Hussein’s army to kill him, abandon him, and return to 
Islam.178

The other recurring motif permeating Khumaynī’s speeches and the propa-
ganda of the era is martyrdom. Martyrdom holds a preeminent place in Shīʿite 
167) Rūḥullāh Khumaynī, “The Benefits of War (September 30, 1980),” trans. Laleh Bakhtiar 
Mohammad J. Javid, and Hasan Mashhadi, in The Imam and the Ommat, ed. Laleh Bakhtiar 
(Tehran: The Hamdami Foundation, 1981), 71.
168) Rūḥullāh Khumaynī, “Greetings to the Oppressed People of Iraq (October 5, 1980),” trans. 
Laleh Bakhtiar Mohammad J. Javid, and Hasan Mashhadi, in The Imam and the Ommat, ed. 
Laleh Bakhtiar (Tehran: The Hamdami Foundation, 1981), 73.
169) Rūḥullāh Khumaynī, “I Wish You Blessings (October 19, 1980),” trans. Laleh Bakhtiar 
Mohammad J. Javid, and Hasan Mashhadi, in The Imam and the Ommat, ed. Laleh Bakhtiar 
(Tehran: The Hamdami Foundation, 1981), 93.
170) Rūḥullāh Khumaynī, “Iran is Now an Islamic Country (April 10, 1980),” trans. Laleh 
Bakhtiar Mohammad J. Javid, and Hasan Mashhadi, in The Imam and the Ommat, ed. Laleh 
Bakhtiar (Tehran: The Hamdami Foundation, 1981), 43.
171) Rūḥullāh Khumaynī, “Mr. Saddam’s Brand of Islam (August 9, 1980),” trans. Laleh 
Bakhtiar Mohammad J. Javid, and Hasan Mashhadi, in The Imam and the Ommat, ed. Laleh 
Bakhtiar (Tehran: The Hamdami Foundation, 1981), 49.
172) Rūḥullāh Khumaynī, “Iraq Attacks Iran (September 22, 1980),” trans. Laleh Bakhtiar 
Mohammad J. Javid, and Hasan Mashhadi, in The Imam and the Ommat, ed. Laleh Bakhtiar 
(Tehran: The Hamdami Foundation, 1981), 54.
173) Khumaynī, “Iraq Attacks Iran,” 54.
174) Khumaynī, “The Benefits of War,” 68.
175) Khumaynī, “Greetings to the Oppressed,” 76.
176) Rūḥullāh Khumaynī, “Orders to the Armed Forces (October 12, 1980),” trans. Laleh 
Bakhtiar Mohammad J. Javid, and Hasan Mashhadi, in The Imam and the Ommat, ed. Laleh 
Bakhtiar (Tehran: The Hamdami Fountion, 1981), 85.
177) Khumaynī, “Iraq Attacks Iran,” 53-54.
178) Rūḥullāh Khumaynī, “Follow the Ideology of Islam (September 26, 1980),” trans. Laleh 
Bakhtiar Mohammad J. Javid, and Hasan Mashhadi, in The Imam and the Ommat, ed. Laleh 
Bakhtiar (Tehran: The Hamdami Foundation, 1981), 60.
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tradition. According to Twelver belief, the first eleven Imāms were martyred.  
In particular, the murder of Ḥusayn and his company at Karbalāʾ had a foun-
dational effect on Shīʿite identity. Classically, the Shīʿite narrative emphasized 
the soteriological implications over a possible activist interpretation.179 During 
the 1960s and 1970s, figures such as ʿAlī Sharīʿatī emphasized the insurrec-
tionary quality of the account, in particular Ḥusayn’s role as “the messenger of 
martyrdom [and] manifestation of the blood revolution.”180 Prior to his assas-
sination in 1979, Murtaẓā Muṭahharī equated martyrdom with the “transfusion 
of blood into a particular human society, especially a society suffering from 
anaemia.”181 To Muṭahharī, the martyr “charges the atmosphere with courage 
and zeal” which is “essential for the revival of a nation.”182 Furthermore, a 
martyr, like the Prophet and the Imāms, may intercede with God on the be-
half of another on the Day of Judgment,183 reaffirming his elevated spiritual 
status. The general elevation of martyrs in Islam is not a novel concept, but 
the rhetoric predating the 1979 Revolution demonstrates the politicization of 
the ideal. Thus, the overwhelming presence of martyrdom as a motif during 
the war merely continued the tropes developing in the decades prior. During 
the war, martyrs served to reinforce the connection between the state and God.  
For example, Khumaynī continuously revisited martyrdom in his discourse, 
intertwining the sanctity and reward of martyrs, the Iranian nation, and Is-
lam. In September 1980, Khumaynī described Iran’s transformation “from a 
weak nation into a strong one in which every single individual longs to be 
martyred.”184 The Iranian defense forces’ status paralleled “the army of the 
Prophet”; by killing or being killed by the enemy, they attained paradise.185  

Dying in defense of Iran and its Islamic government corresponded directly 
with martyrdom while struggling in the way of God. This speech illustrates 
the persistent emphasis on martyrdom, one promulgated through other means.  
Graphic media of the era depicted soldiers killed in battle alongside the mar-
tyrs of Karbalāʾ with captions such as, “Every day is ʿĀshūrāʾ and Every Soil 
is Karbalāʾ.”186 This reference becomes expressly poignant when one consid-
ers Muṭahharī’s claim that the dead of Karbalāʾ hold a special status among 
all of the martyrs.187 Thus, the soldiers killed in action rank among the best 
179) Edith Szanto, “Beyond the Karbala Paradigm: Rethinking Revolution and Redemption in 
Twelver Shi‘a Mourning Rituals,” Journal of Shi‘a Islamic Studies 6, no. 1 (2013): 78.
180) Alī Sharīʿatī, “Red Shiʿism: The Religion of Martyrdom, Black Shiʿism: The Religion of 
Mourning,” accessed March 4, 2013, http://www.shariati.com/english/redblack.html.
181) Murtaz̤ā Muṭahharī, The Martyr, trans. M. A. Ansari (Karachi: Islamic Seminary Pakistan, 
1979), 35.
182) Muṭahharī, The Martyr, 35.
183) Ibid., 37.
184) Khumaynī, “Follow the Ideology,” 60.
185) Ibid.
186) “The Graphics of Revolution and War: Iranian Poster Arts: The New Karbala,” accessed 
March 5, 2013, http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/e/webexhibits/iranianposters/newkarbala.html.
187) Muṭahharī, The Martyr, 54.
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of martyrs. As the conflict developed in the mid-1980s, the Iranian cinema 
of self-defense immerged; the recurring structure of these films involves a 
man shirking material wealth and personal desire to seek salvation through 
martyrdom in combat.188 Saturating Iranian culture with martyrdom benefit-
ted Khumaynī’s government in several ways. On one level, it appealed to the 
heritage of the Shīʿite community and motivated soldiers with promises of 
salvation in the cause of God, despite the particularly brutal events of the 
war itself. On another level, Khumaynī’s declaration of jihād against Sad-
dam Hussein and his Baʿath regime on the pretense that they were unbeliev-
ers (kuffār) and dissenters (bughat) had caused debate about its permissibility 
amongst the clergy.189 Martyrdom cannot occur in a secular war, fighting for 
mundane concerns; it only occurs when one dies struggling in the way of God.  
By emphasizing martyrdom, the state generated a self-affirming loop.  If the 
Iranian soldiers were martyred defending Iran, then Iran was, by default, the 
government of God. If the Iranian state was sanctioned by God, then defense 
of it was jihād, in which a soldier’s death was martyrdom. Hence, the motif 
served to reinforce the state as representative of God, which was especially 
important considering the Iranian government’s continued difficulty in align-
ing the pluralistic opinions of the clerical order with those espoused by the 
supreme jurist.

Trends in Revolutionary Shīʿite Movements

The Ismāʿīlīs and the Twelvers diverged from one another shortly after the 
death of Jaʿfar al-Ṣādiq (d. 765) over the succession to the imamate. Origi-
nally, al-Ṣādiq had granted the naṣṣ to his son Ismāʿīl, who either predeceased 
him or was disavowed due to alcoholism.190 In any case, upon his death, the 
majority of the Shīʿite community pledged their allegiance to another son, 
Mūsā al-Kāẓim while a minority recognized Ismāʿīl’s son Muḥammad as the 
rightful Imām.191 The majority group ultimately became the Twelver Shīʿites 
while the minority evolved into the Ismāʿīlī Shīʿites. From that point, the two 
sects developed independently of one another with distinct traditions. Even the 
common features, such as ʿAlid loyalty and the imamate, assumed very dif-
ferent characteristics. This fact makes similarities between the Nizārī uprising 
under Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ and the Islamic Revolution, including the establishment 
of wilāyat al-faqīh, intriguing vis-à-vis a distinct Shīʿite identity. Admittedly, 
the scope being two specific Shīʿite movements limits the conclusiveness of 
188) Ḥamīd Riz̤ā Ṣadr, Iranian Cinema: A Political History, (London: I. B. Tauris, 2006), 198.
189) Pedram Partovi, “Martyrdom and the ‘Good Life’ in the Iranian Cinema of Sacred Defense,” 
Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East 28, no. 3 (2008): 522.
190) Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs, 88.
191) Ibid., 89-90.
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any subsequent inquiries. Despite this dilemma, several trends seem to appear.

Whereas one cannot correlate the political situation in geographical Persia 
during the eleventh century with its twentieth century counterpart, both insur-
rections arose in part as resistance to “foreign” occupation. For the Nizārīs, this 
presence took the form of the Saljūqs. Although not a national revolt, as the 
concept of the nation postdates the era, ethnic identity played into indigenous 
Persian resentment. Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ reportedly labeled the Saljūq sultan an 
ignorant Turk and remarked that Turks were jinn rather than men.192 Economi-
cally, the Saljūq amīrs’ abuse of the land grant (iqṭāʿ) system and the harsh 
tax policies implemented in urban areas exploited lower class Persians.193 So, 
despite the Saljūqs’ zealous oppression of Shīʿites,194 widespread discontent 
transcending religious identity existed prior to Ḥasan’s actions. The revolt re-
ceived widespread urban and rural support from non-Ismāʿīlīs because the 
Nizārīs fought the oppressors.195 In an unprecedented move among Muslims, 
Ḥasan also elevated Persian to the official religious language at Alamūt.196 
While undoubtedly a pragmatic move, considering the missionary character 
of Ismāʿīlism at the time and the Nizārīs’ intended audience, it also “local-
ized” Ismāʿīlism in a way that directly opposed the Saljūqs, whose religious 
language was Arabic, and thus imported from other locales.

In the twentieth century, Iran’s economic downturn in the 1970s saw almost 
complete stagnation in production, the cultural disorientation resulting from 
the White Revolution, the practically nonexistent participation in government, 
and resident foreigners brought in as a result of the Shah’s reforms.197 The 
subsequent discontent among the Iranian populace resulted in a deep desire to 
reactivate their national heritage while simultaneously transferring their dis-
quiet onto the ubiquitous figure of the Shah.198 As the Iranian writer Jalal Al-e 
Ahmad observed in Gharbzadegi, Shīʿism provided the one aspect of Iranian 
culture not corrupted by Westernization that also possessed an ideological and 
traditional cache rooted deeply enough in the Iranian consciousness to mobi-
lize its people.199 Thus, Shīʿism provided a preexisting, distinctly “national-
ist” aspect in ready opposition to the ostensible source of Iranian objections.  
The Shah, who was Shīʿite, seems to have been excluded from this identity 
192) Daftary, “Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ,” 189.
193) Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs, 316-317.
194) Ibid., 316.
195) Ibid., 316-317.
196) Ibid., 316.
197) Arjomand, The Turban, 108-110.
198) Ibid., 109.
199) Roy Mottahedeh. The Mantle of the Prophet: Religion and Politics in Iran (Oxford: 
Oneworld, 1985) 298-300.
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in light of his secular state and promotion of pre-Islamic Persian culture. By 
contrast, Khumaynī, exiled due to his vehemently anti-Shah discourse, be-
came the embodiment of Iranian culture.200 Like the Nizārī revolt before it, the 
Islamic Revolution of 1979 benefitted from widespread dissatisfaction among 
the populace at large, not merely pious Shīʿites and the clerical class. The 
motives for revolution among the revolutionaries varied according to back-
ground; the establishment of the Islamic government was Khumaynī’s ideal 
and differed greatly from the model desired by other constituent elements of 
the revolution.201

Foremost, one is reminded that, despite the rhetoric and actions of both 
leaders being predominantly couched in Shīʿite tropes, the driving forces be-
hind both uprisings were far more complicated than religious grievances. In 
both cases, in the capacity that Shīʿism drove the movements, it seems to have 
functioned both as faith and a rallying point as an aspect of identity not shared 
by their oppressors. As the basic Shīʿite ethos developed out of the perceived 
betrayal of ʿAlī and Ḥusayn by the larger Muslim community, a preoccupa-
tion with injustice has always permeated the community.202 Thus, while not a 
doctrinally rebellious faith, its worldview and underlying sense of persecution 
readily graft onto revolt against worldly inequalities. Noting this, the leader-
ship of both movements seems to have capitalized on two pan-Shīʿite motifs: 
martyrdom and ʿAlid charisma.

Whereas martyrdom is relevant to most Islamic denominations it gains par-
ticular significance in the Shīʿite community due to the history of the early 
imamate, particularly the assassination of ʿAlī and the massacre at Karbalāʾ.  
Likewise, martyr veneration occurs throughout Islam. In Shīʿism however, 
martyrdom represents “redemptive suffering” and thus gains an “enhanced 
reverence.”203 During these revolutionary movements, this reverence seems 
to have manifested in such a way that martyrdom became an end within it-
self, rather than simply a corollary aspect of waging jihād. In the tradition 
of Ḥusayn, its aim is not necessarily victory against the enemy but creating 
fervor and fomenting action in those who survive the martyr.204 As mentioned, 
the Nizārī practice of assassination seems to have been one that institution-
alized martyrdom to the same extent as it did political murder. The roll of 

200) Arjomand, The Turban, 109.
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202) Moghadam. “Mayhem, Myths, and Martyrdom,” 129.
203) Asma Afsaruddin, “Martyrdom,” in Princeton Encyclopedia of Islamic Political Thought, 
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honor at Alamūt, which recorded the assassins and their victims for posterity205 
provided a constant reminder and plausibly glorified the act. Likewise, the 
cultural climate under Khumaynī in the 1980s promoted an entire nation will-
ing to become martyrs in defense of Iran, which constitutes religious victory 
but military defeat. Likewise, the films and art of the era depicted martyrdom 
as the goal of Iranian soldiers as a path to salvation. This is not to suggest 
that Khumaynī intended to lose the Iran-Iraq War, but that martyrdom holds 
an innate power in Shīʿite thought. Merely standing up to the oppressive fig-
ures seems to indicate success independent of triumph in battle.  Notably, an 
Ismāʿīlī ḥadīth attributed to ʿAlī notes that “martyrdom in the way of God,” 
but not necessarily martial victory, constitutes the best of acts.206 A Twelver 
ḥadīth is more explicit. According to it, ʿAlī’s words after being struck by his 
assassin were, “By the Lord of the Kaʿabah, I have become successful.”207  
From a cynical perspective, the leadership benefits from this rhetoric, as dying 
in service of God has much deeper roots in the Shīʿite consciousness than dy-
ing for the leader of the government during the ghayba. As previously stated, 
martyrdom only occurs in the cause of God, not in secular wars.  Hence, insti-
tutionalizing martyrdom reaffirms the righteousness of the authority by tacitly 
linking its objectives with the objectives of God.  

This link between God and the leader manifests more ostensibly through 
the appropriation of ʿAlid charisma. As all authority in Shīʿism emanates from 
the Imām, worldly authority must posture itself in relation to the imamate.  
Noting this, Ḥasan and Khumaynī seem to have benefitted from the ambigu-
ity of their status as leaders. As ḥujja, Ḥasan represented the Imām during 
his absence, and due to the structure of the Ismāʿīlī daʿwa, he had the agency 
of the Imām to act according to his agenda. As much of his revolt resembled 
the pre-Fāṭimid Ismāʿīlī daʿwa, it remains plausible that ḥujja as a word mir-
rored this reversion to a previous era. As the title ḥujja was held by ʿAbd 
Allāh al-Mahdī before his rise to the imamate, Ḥasan may have encouraged 
its ambiguity to reinforce his de facto authority with insinuations of being the 
ʿAlid Imām. As mentioned, he never claimed the title himself and seems to 
have followed Ismāʿīlī jurisprudence, albeit with some notable innovations. 
But as his personal charisma appears to have been a source of cohesion and 
strength in the Nizārī movement,208 it is reasonable that the ʿAlid charisma 
around which all Shīʿism revolves played some part in organizing the revolt. 
In any case, as the Imām’s deputy, Ḥasan still benefited from being the closest 
gateway to God in the Nizārī community during the absence. With few extant 
205) Lewis, The Assassins, 48.
206) Nuʻmān ibn Muḥammad, The Pillars, 427.
207) Muṭahharī, The Martyr, 47.
208) Daftary, “Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāḥ,” 188.
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sources from the Alamūt period, such observations are admittedly speculation. 
By contrast, Khumaynī encouraged the abstruseness regarding his relation-
ship to the imamate in the previously outlined ways.  Because the hierarchy 
in Twelver Shīʿism remains nebulous, his controversial implementation of 
wilāyat al-faqīh probably succeeded because he insinuated this higher degree 
of authority. Importantly, he never claimed any divinely appointed status, 
which allowed him to benefit from his standing as a marjiʿ in more “rational” 
circles. Judging from these two examples of Shīʿite revolutionary movements, 
it seems that the individual charisma of the leader plays an important role 
in the success of the uprising. Furthermore, he must tread the line between 
obeying precedent and traditional continuity and obliquely appropriating the 
charisma of the absent Imām in order to implement more tenuous, perhaps 
radical, aspects of his programs.
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